It is well known that the lattice A(S) of congruences on a regular semigroup S contains certain fundamental congruences. For example there is always a minimum band congruence /?, which Spitznagel has used in his study of the lattice of congruences on a band of groups [16] . Of key importance to his investigation is the fact that j8 separates congruences on a band of groups in the sense that two congruences are the same if they have the same meet and join with p. This result enabled him to characterize 0-modular bands of groups as precisely those bands of groups for which p->(p v /?, p A /?) is an embedding of A(S) into a product of sublattices.
 RESULT 
[13.] For a regular semigroup S, the following are equivalent:
(i) S is orthodox.
(
ii) For each a,beS and each a' e V(a) and V e V(b), b'd e V(ab). (iii) For each eeE, V(e) £ E.
Also in [13] , Reilly and Scheiblich defined the relation 6 on A(S) by / ? 0 T c p n ( £ x E) = rn(£ x £).
Their results, together with those of Scheiblich [14] and Hall [4] , yield the following. RESULT 
The relation 8 is a congruence on A(S), each 6-class is a complete modular sublattice, and the natural homomorphism of A(5) onto A(S)/0 is a complete lattice homomorphism. Moreover, ifm(p) denotes the minimum of the 0-class p6, this natural homomorphism is an isomorphism of pO onto the lattice of idempotent-separating congruences on S//w(p)
. RESULT [9] .) Ifp e A(S), the idempotents ofSjp are precisely the elements of the form ep for some eeE.
(Lallement
For a class ^ of semigroups, p e A(5) will be called a ^ congruence if S/p e%>. In [7] , Howie and Lallement studied the lattice properties of A(S), and in particular the relationships between the minimum # congruences for various classes # of semigroups. We adopt the following symbols for certain of these: H = the maximum idempotent-separating congruence; 5 = the minimum inverse semigroup congruence; l s = the universal congruence S x S; 0 s = the diagonal congruence {(x, x) \ x e S}; X = the minimum orthodox semigroup congruence; a = the minimum group congruence.
We also denote the lattice of orthodox congruences by fi(S) = {pe A(S): I ^ p) and the lattice of inverse semigroup congruences by 7(5) = {p e A(S'): 8 ^ p). To denote one of the above congruences, say 8, on another semigroup, say T, we use the notation 8(T). If r e A(5), then A(T) denotes {pe A(5) : p £ T}. If a ^ p in A(S), [a, j3] = {y e A(S): a ^ y £ 0}. LEMMA 
(S/p)(yp).
Then T ^ p, and zjp = 8{Sjp). Also T ^ 5 since S/T = (5/P)/(T/P) = [Slp)j8{Slp). Hence T ^ p v 5 and so t/p = c5(S/p) ( p v <5)/p. This establishes the equality.
We remark here that Theorem 2.3 holds more generally for any minimum # congruence provided # is closed under homomorphic images. THEOREM 
If si is a collection of congruences on S, then 8 v (OJZ/) = n{8 v p : pes/}. Hence the function </)(p) = p v 8 is a complete lattice homomorphism from A(S) onto I(S).
Proof. Let K be the least element of p6. Then p/K and X/K are idempotent separating on has three elements other than 1 and 0. One is 8 = 9. Another is p = {(«',/')}* which has only one nontrivial class, namely {e',f}. The last is x = {(e,e')}* which has only two nontrivial classes, {e,e'} and {/,/'}. It is easily computed that e (8 A ( 
The complete lattice of congruences on B is as in Figure 1 .
In [16] , Spitznagel made the following definition. Let F be a congruence on A(S). We say that A(S) is F-modular provided the conditions p,t,oceA(S), p^t , pTx, a v p = a v T, and a A p = a A T imply p = T. Spitznagel then showed that if T is a band of groups, that is, a union of groups on which ^f is a congruence, and if y? is the minimum band congruence on T, then the function ^ : 
For the first equality, note first that The converse to this theorem is not true, and in this way the analogy between our situation and that of Spitznagel [16] breaks down. The reason for this is that while 0-classes are modular [13] , O-classes need not be. The interested reader can check that if B is the " 4 x 4 " rectangular band, then A(B) has only one <£-class, and it is non-modular.
Decomposing
In the sequel we shall denote the minimum element of p<t> by p. It is not hard to show that l s is the minimum rectangular band congruence on S, and a is the minimum completely simple semigroup (here rectangular group) congruence on S.
We now show that p can be recovered from p and 8 A p. Another natural problem is to investigate the sublattices of A(S) consisting of the product of a 0-class and a $-class. The simplest of these is A(ji) x A(<5), and we begin with it. But the mapping p-> p of [8,p, v 8 
] onto A(p.) is an isomorphism since it is the inverse of the mapping </>(p) = p v 8. Thus A(ji v 5) is isomorphic to A(JJ.) X A(8) under the mapping p -»(p, p A 5), and the proof is complete.
Outside A(ji v 5) things are not so nice. We shall see below that although p. is the top of its 0-class, p,v 8 need not be the top of its 0-class. Also p A 8 need not be O S , so A(S) is not necessarily a product. However, one might hope to write it as a union of products of 0-classes with sublattices of A (8) . This idea motivates the rest of this section.
First we would like to find a condition under which n v 8 is the maximum element of its 0-class. If T and /? are, respectively, the maximum and minimum elements of a 0-class of a regular semigroup S, Reilly and Scheiblich [13] have shown that p -> p/p is an isomorphism of P9 onto the lattice of idempotent separating congruences on SJP, and that p.(S/P) = %\p. In what follows we let P = 8 and let x be the largest element of 89, so
axb-*>(a8) t/S (b8)<=>(aS)p.(S/S)(b5).
J. M. Howie [6] has characterized p. on an inverse semigroup T by
p(T) = {(x,y)eTx T: xex'
1 = yey~l for all idempotents eeT}.
On an orthodox semigroup S, p. has been characterized by J. Meakin [10] as
p(S) = {(a,b)eS x S: there exists a'eV{a) and b'eV{b) for which
aea' = beb' and a'ea = b'eb for all eeE}. Proof. It suffices to show that a t e implies a\i v be. To motivate the proof, note that if fi v b = T then, by Lemma 3.1, nob = x, and thus axe implies the existence of an x such that a fix be. Then xde implies xeE, and a fix implies a tf x, so that x must be the identity of H a .
Assume that axe. We first show that H a is a group with identity/, and axf. Since T is an inverse semigroup congruence, axe implies a'xe for each a'e V(a). Thus adxe and a'axe. Now aa' and a'a are idempotents which are inverses of one another ( [13] ), so (aa')(a'a) is an idempotent/in H a and H a is a group ([1, p. 58-9]). Moreover,/= (aa')(a'a)xexa.
From this we deduce that since x6d we have ebf. From the discussion preceding the statement of the lemma, we know that at/implies aha'dfhfda'ha for all heE and a'e V(a). Let geE and a~1eV(a)nH a . Then the idempotent A =fgf is below/and satisfies aha' 1 = afgfa~x -aga~lbfgf= h, and similarly a~1habh. But aha~1bh implies aha~leV(h) by Result 1.5, so we have h ^fj^a^a' 1 and aha~1e V(h) and a~lhae V(h). So the hypotheses of (*) are satisfied, and we conclude that aha' 1 = h = a~xha, i.e. aga' 1 =fgf= a~1ga for all geE. By Meakin's characterization of n we have a/z/, and, combined with ebf, this means any be. The proof is complete.
We discuss below various classes of orthodox semigroups in which (•) is satisfied. An example of one in which it is not satisfied is the following. Let [5] has shown that the class of naturally ordered bands is a subvariety of the variety of bands, and hence that any homomorphic image of a naturally ordered band is again naturally ordered. Combining this with Result 1.4 we conclude that any homomorphic image of S also has a naturally ordered band of idempotents and hence satisfies condition (*). 5. Applications and related results. Scheiblich has shown [15] that any congruence p on an inverse semigroup is completely determined by its restriction p n ( £ x E) (0-class) and kerp. Green [2] has given an alternative approach to the result. We now prove this result for orthodox semigroups. Howie and Lallement [7] have shown the existence of a minimum orthodox congruence A on a regular semigroup T. We will now consider extending the results of the previous sections to Q.(T) = {orthodox congruences on T) = A(T) v X. LEMMA 
Let T be a regular semigroup and let p,xeA(T) be such that pQx. Then peI(T)iffxeI(T).

